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Abstract—This paper aims at constructing the micro-level attribute enforcement association model, which a highly-specific and constrained attribute inferential model based on the amended version of the original IM and blending theory to improve the original macro-level metonymy operation. Specifically, this paper reforms the concept and the partition of two cognitive domains in illocutionary metonymy, including clarifying crucial concepts in attribute micro-model, realizing the counter-classification of source domain and target domain, modifying the inferential objectives of attribute model, establishing construal mechanism in hearer's perspective, unifying construal model of both speakers and hearers, abolishing proposition inference representation, consolidating attribute inference mechanism. It is expected that not only can IM's maneuverability and explanatory power be promoted in this manner, but also the applicability should be extended into a larger area of linguistic phenomena owing to the proposed model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive linguistics believes illocutionary metonymy is: (1) one of the basic human thinking modes; (2) reasoning schema nature; (3) the generation of indirect speech act meaning and knowledge reasoning operation solution. However, interpretation of indirect speech from the hearer angle speed that reasoning does not happen in accordance with the pragmatic step-by-step reasoning step principle and logical.

Therefore, Klaus-Uwe Panther put forward the attribute inference hypothesis as pragmatic inference quick cognitive supplement, known as an important concept of macroscopic illocutionary metonymy attribute model of macro illocutionary metonymy in, namely the attribute points to, is how to make cognitive conceptual interpretation of rough on the speaker's utterance meaning. The assumptions are as follows: the speech act of attribute can replace the speech acts, indirect speech acts to its property.

Panther(2004:103-104) put forward this mention: it is a cognitive study of metonymy philosophy thought. It borrows attribute pattern interpretation of indirect speech meaning is the illocutionary metonymy reasoning. The macroscopic properties of model deficiencies are only for conventional illocutionary metonymy is made with simple attribute social conventions construal, in-depth excavation of a large number of in Chinese non-conventional metonymy operation process is not.

II. FUNDAMENTAL IDEA OF ASSOCIATIVE MODE ATTRIBUTE

The fundamental idea of source attributes inference from Panther's illocutionary metonymy macro category linking hypothesis. Unfortunately, he didn't embody he operation with division and reasoning function explanation on the property in the form of illocutionary metonymy. In the original illocutionary metonymy, the operation scheme of macro connecting the main problem is the generic to micro level in operation on this specific language. Specifically, attribute points is a relative concept which has different degrees of interpretation. Explanation does not occur because the pointing to the macro properties of clear and termination.

Attribute patterns in Chinese illocutionary metonymy typically have very strong compliance. The original Panther macro illocutionary metonymy theory has nothing to do with it. It failed to make meticulous operation program instructions, and macroscopic properties of mode of class (discourse) and genus (attribute points to the macroscopic coupling) is not in the utterance reasoning the operation of the micro level to make detailed discussion. Illocutionary metonymy theory to make considerable progress, precision improvement is imperative.

As one of the cognitive inference procedures, illocutionary metonymy expands and enhances pragmatic interpretation of indirect speech act of reasoning level. The so-called "speaker speech of literal meaning and true purpose of a statement there are different in many ways. The latter (the main intention) through the former (secondary intention indirectly show), so it can be the main intention is called indirect speech intention, speech act and its corresponding called indirect speech act "(Li Hongru 2009:6). From the illocutionary metonymy perspective, "the concept of attribute characterization of literal meaning" propositional form and "real intention" is the substitution inference step illocutionary metonymy, this is the simplicity of the proposed indirect speech acts, step in place of the cognitive and pragmatic strategy and reasoning operation model, to strengthen the association mode attribute as steps the interpretation of the specific procedure.

The macro languages of traditional research always focus on the concept of logical metonymy. Conventional alternative conversion Panther word level outside the metonymy hypothesis one stone arouses 1000 billow, the metonymy words suddenly out of the single dimension of research, research into the palace of speech level. Illocutionary metonymy for the development of effective and
efficient cognitive strategy and reasoning mode, reasonable description of cognitive pragmatic inference and interpretation of indirect speech acts. The so-called illocutionary metonymy refers to indirect speech implicature inference using attribute piecewise grading operation to complete a cognitive pragmatic strategy and means, its meaning is to obtain two different cognitive domains via different properties of the process and operation of the so-called "indirect speech acts to its property" refers to the process of pragmatic inference in utterance interpretation, is the macro picture clearly, identification and interpretation of the operation mode of property. Unfortunately, Panther and other scholars of the primary illocutionary metonymy theory due to the limitations of research perspective and methods of its own, illocutionary metonymy concrete operational stage in the interpretation process and cognitive basis failed to describe system. Scholars stay in indirect speech act metonymy thinking in this level, Yu microcosmic and meticulous research on language external fundamental ideas not change and detailed explanation, directly led to the attribute model of cognitive pragmatic operation mechanism this paper break the traditional implicit and vague definition of the concept of metonymy portal, for reexamination and division of the source domain and target domain, reasonableness of illocutionary metonymy properties operation mode of macro and micro analysis.

III. ANALYSIS OF ATTRIBUTE MODEL CLASS BELONGS TO LINK BASIC IDEA

Illocutionary metonymy attribute mode purpose is to be considered as categories of discourse, and pointed to a specific meaning attribute. It makes up the integration theory (blending theory) that the operation of unknown property of defect mode in the generic space, conversational implicate acquisition through inductive imposed strengthen piecewise procedure the reasoning process at different stages, and the re integration of the hearer in Discourse (the source domain, the target domain) attributes from conceptual cognition, and to "strengthen the attributes Lenovo" model as the overall operation programmer. Interpretation of force attribute model not only for illocutionary metonymy, but also for other categories, such as reference, the grammar is effective. Such as referential metonymy can be regarded as the conventional discourse attribute generic connection through inductive mode, the inevitable logic between classes and genera, the relationship can be directly seen, neither indirect small nor the existence of conscious reasoning, the attribute model produces fast and used as the generation and interpretation of discourse is not surprising induction process. But the daily language phenomenon that Chinese non-conventional metonymy can make fast reading, reasoning model which undoubtedly remind scholars reexamine the metonymic, hold the root causes "the reasoning of metonymy is fast reasoning mode of" nature of the said method potential necessary to break land expansion, borrow other discipline research results for me, on the "natural deduction" applicability in Illocutionary metonymy is proposed for the theoretical basis and practical analysis.

Class-attribute is also known as class. It is the human fundamental, default, conventional thinking, innate and constantly derivative. It is another thinking development of children based on the fundamental two and a half years can spontaneously properly concise generic thinking generation refers to the kind of expression, such as "people at the beginning, development the mode of thinking of the good" children show such a state: attribute properties specific to a particular class of nature, no matter whether this genus as its center property (PrasadaDillingham2006:63), to create the world knowledge network structure of cognitive process, form a rich, general a priori knowledge.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Class-attribute belongs to connecting thinking inertia. It is the illocutionary metonymy interpretation of language original consciousness and the foundation, through long-term accumulation to produce conventional causal reasoning. A and B are the causal relationship in different degrees, is not necessarily has strong scientific, logical and physical causal, but the causal nature preserve it is the experience of human language. Therefore, the illocutionary metonymy is "natural reasoning". Cognitive linguists generally believe that the characteristics of the so-called "this generation of metonymy and" is one of the human thought form is more basic than metaphor. Though understandable, but it is metonymic primary embryonic stage, and the innate human conventional generic thinking closely. The traditional concept of preliminary cognitive metonymic reasoning is simple and nature actually comes from that class or sometimes refers to the kind of thinking, which formed a strong correspondence and explanation in the research field of referential metonymy. When the focus to illocutionary metonymy, "this generation that" nature, procedures problems facing re interpretation and repair the inevitable process, as "this" or "turn to Yu to" is more appropriate, follow the attribute induction imposed operating mode, a new theory of the illocutionary metonymy words abduces metaphor originates from the foothold the primary stage of human thinking refers to the kind of form, but also higher than the mean a class, that class is inevitable, while metonymy has a chance, for the sake of discourse expression of the economy, reducing cognitive load and communication fast. Refers to the class attribute salience is retained association "model", such as "birds fly", highlighting the fly attributes stored in memory, often associate the other category, such as aircraft, the inevitable connection highlights the "Genus" status and generic relationship, referential metonymy study undoubtedly retain and continue in this mode of operation of words external metonymy must be increased to "strengthen the attributes Lenovo" mode, is characteristic of the source domain may not be able to induce the target domain attributes directly, need to impose and strengthening the attribute model segmented operation routine of generic is unconsciousness extension attribute. Indirect illocutionary metonymy reasoning is a large property.
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